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About This Game

TWO SHIPS BATTLE AN ENDLESS WAR IN SPACE AND TIME

Redshift Blueshift is a lightning-paced local multiplayer paddle game in which two pilots fight to keep the hyper-ball in play
while contending with obstacles and threats unleashed by their opponent!

Played best with a friend and two gamepads, you can also play single player or with a keyboard!

How to Play

Gamepad: Right-stick: Move / A: Fire / X: Speed Change
Keyboard: Arrow Keys: Move / X or V: Fire / Z or C: Speed Change

Paddle Mode: Dodge drone fire and missiles and hit the ball!
Fighter Mode: Shoot at anything sharing your ships colors!

Redshift Blueshift was originally created in 48 hours for Ludum Dare 30, where it placed #6 overall and #2 in audio. Since then
it has been accepted into the Magfest Indie Videogame Showcase as well as the first Indie Megabooth at EGX!
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Greatest Experience Ever had in VR. Strongly Recommanded!. A weird and trippy little game where you always want to play it
again the explore new things and endings.. i think i got this game in a greenmangaming 10 games for 99cents bundle, i guess i
cant complain, i got like 4 trading cards worth over 10 cents for it, but still dont get it because it honestly plays like crap, the
driving feels more like a traditional hovercraft then a futuristic ship thing. Cyberhunt is a infinite twin-stick shooter game set on
a cyberpunk world. Ok, the jokes are cool. The dialogues are funny, the non-sense and reference to humor is present, but...

But the game isn't that moving at all. After a feel minutes, you get bored of the repetition.
Also, Im pretty sure my GPU card can hold the game easily, but... Still have to turn down settings in order to flow better.

Not a well developed game in a matter of video settings. And, yes my drivers are up to date.. Single most useless piece of
software I have ever had purchase on Steam.. Interesting story, lovely characters and nice musics. There are some
inconsistencies and bugs, but it's not jarring enough to make me dislike the whole VN. Another round of beta-testing might get
rid most of the problems, but all in all, I still enjoyed it very much.
Glad I've backed Starlight Vega.
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The storyline keeps not going where the characters have planned, that's pretty amazing. And the dialogues are really good.
There's a great interaction amongst the all characters and it doesn't feel unnatural or strange. I'm quite engrossed with this story.
I'm going to try mutliple routes, something I rarely do. I usually only play one route (sometimes because there's only one boy I'm
interested in), but the characters are all pretty interesting. I like that. No one is really a big bad meanie, no sadistic type (I hate
those). These guys are all pretty good guys, with a different personality. Okay Kyle's a bit bad but not in a really bad way, more
like a rebel. We all like rebels, right? ;). Much feels. Very nostalgia. Such pew pew. Wow.

10 / 10 - Would hold a one-button controller again.. This game is fantastic. Kind of like The Stanley Parable and the other funny
VR experience Accounting. Fun gameplay, great aesthetics, zero bugs, top-notch campaign (A full campaign! In a VR game!),
controls easy to master, voice acting is funny and poignant, this is one of the few fully polished VR experiences I've seen.

Virtual Virtual Reality is a must for anyone with a VR headset.. Long, long time player of the browser version, mostly made a
steam account to write this revew lol
Did try the steam client to be fair i didn't have a problem, and i could use my old account so that was cool

this game is a fav or mine, for a card game with real straegy that isn't a re-skin of hearthstone theres so many cards here you can
come up with a brand new type of deck all yourself and shock everyone

my problem with the old game was getting cards and trying to be a free player im getting back into it and happy to say getting
new cards is way easy now and buying cards with money from fighting is really great
if you want to try something new and like card games try this. Trump went down hard and fast crying all the way. SAD

10/10 Would shove Obamas toy in trumps mouth again. Good game! Lots of fun and laughter when playing multiplayer with
your friends!. Beat game in under an hour. The gameplay took a second to figure out the details of the mechanic, 1st two bosses
drag out a bit longer than they need to. Last boss was tougher. Pleasant little indie game.. Swords and Sandals reminded me of
my childhood and really good times from my past.
For only 5$ it is a 10\/10 would buy again.. Bad controls and Rubbish all round really, i have played better games on a chalk
board..... Great game, I love the hammy acting. The puzzles are easy enough to figure out in the first half, but I must admit I
kept a walkthrough by my side for the second half. Great music and atmosphere
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